
Title: “To Lanka” (Ramayana, Books 4 & 5) 
LO 1: To discuss in depth the characters of Hanuman and Sita

• Write down the 6 values of the 
school

• Which of these six is Hanuman 
well-known for?



The Monkey Army assemblies on India’s south Coast



Hanuman finds Sita

1. What values does Hanuman 
display?

2. What values does Sita display?

Extension:

What can we learn from Sita and 
Hanuman that is relevant to our 
own lives?





Plenary

• The prop manager to say what Hanuman and Sita 
carry or possess during the whole Ramayana, as 
shows their character. 

•Also, the make up artist to say how to use make-
up as will help show their personalities



LO 2: To evaluate Hanuman’s qualities as a warrior and devotee of Rama

What kind of qualities 
do soldiers have?

Is fighting sign of humility or pride?



Hanuman sets  Lanka on fire



• Hanuman serves Sita and Rama 

by using his special abilities and 

personality.

His inner world (heart) 

and his outer world (actions) 

show his great devotion to 

his favourite deities



Mime exercise!

Divide into groups to prepare 

for a mime exercise.

The entire group will later come 

forward and mime (i.e. using posture, 

Gesture and facial expression) to express 

a special value or quality (given to you on your card)



Plenary

1. Come forward to perform your mine!

2. The whole class will guess what quality you are 
trying to portray.



LO 3: To evaluate the qualities of Sita 
as a princess

What makes a princess? 

(think of qualities, body language, 

speech, behaviour etc.)

What do you like about Sita?



Book 4 : “Book of the Monkey Kingdom”
Main events and Characters

Rama and Lakshmana go 

South to meet Sugriva and Hanuman

Rama kills Sugriva’s brother, Vali, and 

Sugriva becomes the king of Kishkindha

The monkeys go in all directions, 

searching for Sita Sugriva and Vali



Book 5: “Book of Beauty” (in Lanka)
Main characters and events

Following a tip off, the monkey army 

assemblies on India’s South Coast

Hanuman leaps over to Lanka, 

finds Sita and delivers to her Rama’s ring

Hanuman is captured and sets fire to 

Lanka; he jumps back to re-join Rama

Hanuman meets Rama



Plenary! 

•Present your project work before the class:

1. One or more ‘stunt men’ talking about the 

dangerous scenes 

2. The prop designer (e.g. with a club for Hanuman)

3. The set designer to describe the scenes, or show 

his/her drawings


